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BLUF 

• Capacity alone does not improve the Navy’s SATCOM 
network performance.  

• Compression improves performance of existing 
bandwidth for significantly less cost.  

• We can improve network performance for structured 
data (tactical, sensor, administrative) by at least 50%. 

• By combining network-based compression and host-
based compression, even greater performance 
improvement is possible.    
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bullet 1:Bold statement to make a point! Accurate but oversimplified statement pertaining to the multivariable problem of SATCOM network performance.Bullet 2:Less expensive to compress data than it is to launch another satellite, or develop more aggressive encoding and modulation schemes. Bullet 3:Fleet trials show Riverbed to provide a bandwidth capacity increase of .5; therefore an 8 Mbps channel performs like a 12 Mbps channel. Bullet 4:Combining EXI with Riverbed, the lowest improvement is 
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LCDR Steve Debich 

THE ROLE OF EXI IN WAN OPTIMIZATION 
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Capacity Vs Throughput 

TCP Throughput = Window Size / RTT = 65,535 bytes / .9 sec = 582,533 bps 
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Capacity alone does not improve SATCOM network performance! 

Backup TCP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adding more capacity alone will allow more individual TCP connections to exist, but each connection will not achieve greater than 582,533 bps.Capacity vs Bandwidth: can discuss as needed; Bandwidth is the common term used to describe the data carrying capacity of a transmission link. Bandwidth is also synonymous with the range of frequencies (width) in a certain band of the electromagnetic spectrum; i.e. Band-Width. The capacity of a link can vary depending on other variables even if the frequencies in use remain the same. For the remainder of this brief, capacity will be the term used.  Graphic adapted from:Bentrup, J., Otte, E., Chan, B., Vavrichek, D., & Gingras, D. (2012). At-sea testing of a wide area network optimization device. Center for Naval Analysis (CNA). ** add detaila about labBentrup  et al. use 64 KB for window size, arriving at a throughput of 569 Kbps. Window size is determined by the 16 bit “Window” field in the TCP header. This results in a window size of 2^16 = 65,535 bytes. Using the more exact number for Window size results in the max throughput = 582,533 bps.  From Bentrup et al.The large latency associated with satellite communications is due to the amount of time required for data packets to travel at the speed of light from the earth’s surface to a geo-stationary communications satellite at an altitude of 22,240 miles. For a ship directly below the satellite, the one-way delay time will be approximately 120 ms, and the delay at the distant edge of the satellite’s footprint will be roughly 140 ms [21]. A trans-continental delay is on the order of 100 ms; an inter-continental delay is roughly 200 ms. In addition, there are server response delays between 60 and 100 ms. We estimate the overall terrestrial delay to be 130–250 ms in each direction. Figure 44 shows the approximate round-trip delay between ship and shore. For our laboratory experiments, we used 900 ms for the round-trip time (RTT), based on a 130-ms delay for each leg to the satellite (average of 120 to 140 ms) and a 190-ms delay for the terrestrial and server delays (average between 130 and 250 ms), for a one-way delay of 450 ms and an RTT of 900 ms.



WAN Optimization Techniques 

● Protocol Optimization 
● Caching 
● Prefetching 
● Compression & Data Deduplication 

○ Compression: implements algorithms to analyze and 
consolidate a predefined group of data 

○ Data Deduplication: specialized form of compression; also 
called data suppression 

○ Can also improve Protocol Optimization, Caching, and 
Prefetching causing a cascading beneficial effect   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bridging the LAN/WAN disparity requires WAN optimization. Protocol Optimization:There is a laundry list of protocols that can be optimized. The disparity of the LAN and WAN environment often results in protocols being designed for LAN characteristics which then has detrimental effects when implemented over a WAN. An application may run just fine when your server and workstations are all on the same 100 Mbps Ethernet LAN, but when you stretch bussiness out across the globe and that application has to traverse many different networks to arrive at the server, chances are it won’t perform the same. Common protocols to optimize:TCP: Transmission Control Protocol; used to reliably transmit the majority of network traffic. CIFS: Common Internet File System, also called Server Message Block (SMB). Mainly used for shared access to files, printers, port, etc.HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol, common protocol for web traffic. FTP: File Transfer ProtocolNFS: Network File System; similar to CIFS, but NFS is stateless in nature whereas CIFS is extremely stateful. MAPI: Messaging Application Programming Interface is a messaging architecture and a Component Object Model based API for MS Windows. Allows client programs to become (e-mail) messaging-enabled, -aware, or -based by calling MAPI subsystem routines that interface with certain messaging services. Commonly used with Remote Procedure Call (RPC), the protocol that MS Outlook uses to communicate with MS Exchange. Caching: passively retains data that was already seen from needing to be retrieved again. Limitation is the rate at which data becomes “stale”.Prefetching: anticipates the data that will be needed and actively retrieves it before it is requestted. Compression and data deduplication greatly reduce the amount of traffic transferred over the network. Deng and Manoharan (2013, p. 22) describe data deduplication as a specialized form of compression while Zhang et al. (2012, pp. 1092–1093), express each as separate techniques. Data deduplication, perhaps better defined by Grevers & Christner (2008) as data suppression, is a function that utilizes a shared codebook between sender and receiver to eliminate the transfer of redundant data across the network, whereas compression implements algorithms to analyze and consolidate a predefined group of data known as a window. In a recent report released by the Center for Naval Analysis, Bentrup, Otte, Chan, Vavrichek and Gingras (2012, pp. 13–14), describe compression and data deduplication as “algorithm-based” and “disk-based” respectively. Compression and data deduplication are implemented in a complementary fashion. The first transfer of data is not seen as redundant but can be reduced in size using compression. Additionally, the shared codebook symbols and the data they represent may be compressed, resulting in additional reductions in local storage as well as total data transferred (Grevers & Christner, 2008, Chapter Three). Compression can improve the other three techniques. 



TCP: Compression vs Capacity 
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Increase Capacity ($$$$$$$$$): 
● Influences when loss occurs 
● Max cwnd = 64KB 
● Then RTT determines max 

throughput.  

Improve Compression ($$): 
● reduces number of packets transmitted. 
● reduces transmission time  
● reduces time that resources 

(capacity/bandwidth) are consumed.   

Example: 
● Transfer a 10 KByte file (10,240 bytes) with 

900 ms (.9 sec) RTT 
○ 8 TCP packets; 3.6 sec 

● With compression 
○ 100:1 = 1 packet; .9 sec 
○ 50:1 = 1 packet; .9 sec 
○ 5:1 = 2 packets; 1.8 sec 

Capacity alone does not improve SATCOM network performance! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increasing bandwidth/capacity:-Increasing capacity affects how large the congestion window can grow.-Max TCP windows size is 64 KB; Determined by TCP header “Window” field = 16 bits, 16^2 = 65,535-The TCP maximum throughput equation is then reduced to 64 KB / RTT. -RTT is then the limiting factor. The largest contributor of RTT for SATCOM is the time it takes to travel to the satellite and back down to earth.Improving compression:-Improving compression reduces the number of packets that must be transmitted.-Reducing the number of packets transmitted reduces the time required for transmission, thereby also reducing the amount of time that resources are being consumed.-Bandwidth consumption and time to transmit are both reduced.  



WAN Optimization and the Navy 

● ADNS architecture  
● Blue Coat PacketShaper 
● Defense Acquisition Challenge funded the testing of 

WOC vendors  
● Riverbed Steelhead testing 

○ Trident Warrior 2010 - CNA & SPAWAR on BHR  
○ 2012 on board NIM  

● Riverbed Steelhead provided 40% more throughput 
than PacketShaper  

● Fleet implementation July 2015  
○ (MSG DTG R 172023Z FEB 15) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
WAN Optimization is a function performed within the ADNS architecture. Blue Coat PacketShaper - Current Navy WAN Optimization Controller (WOC)Defense Acquisition Challenge was used to fund the testing of WOC vendors. Submitted by Eric OtteTrident Warrior 2010 - CNA & SPAWAR test Riverbed Steelhead on BHR; 2012 NIM Sea Trials.  Steelhead provided 40% more throughput than PacketShaper. Steelhead is officially scheduled for Fleet implementation. (MSG DTG R 172023Z FEB 15)Shore installations start in July 2015Details of PacketShaper and Steelhead history provided by Eric Otte, and CDR Patrick Premberton APM of PMW 160. PacketShaper’s focus was on providing network traffic visibility. Compression and Acceleration were “add ons”.My fleet experience indicates that PacketShaper’s compression and acceleration were unstable at best. We had to routinely turn off compression simply to be able to browse the web. Fleet Trials, testing of  Riverbed during TW10 was conducted by John Bentrup from the Center for Naval Analysis (CNA) with support by Eric Otte and Britney Chan from the SSC PAC Network Technology and Integration Lab (NTIL). Testing took place on BHR. Additional sea trials were conducted in 2012 on board NIM. Recent message traffic identifies:R 172023Z FEB 15SUBJ/ADNS SERVICE PACK 3 ROLL OUT//4.  AFLOAT IMPACTS: SP3 WILL BE FIELDED TO AFLOAT UNITS PLANNED FORADNS INSTALLS BEGINNING IN JUN15.  SP3 SHIPS WILL BE ABLE TO CONNECTTO NON-SP3 SHORE SITES  WHILE THE SHORE ROLL OUT IS IN PROGRESS.SP3 SHIPS WILL ONLY HAVE FULL WAN-O CAPABILITY WHEN CONNECTED TO ANSP3 SHORE SITE.5.  PLANNED SHORE INSTALL SCHEDULE:JUL 15 NCTAMS PACFEB 16 NCTS NAPLESMAY 16 NCTS BAHRAINAUG 16 NCTAMS LANT Of note, CDLS support is included in ADNS INC III SP3B.  CDLS INTEGRATION: ALLOWS FOR ROUTING OF HIGH BANDWIDTH ISR DATAFROM AIRBORNE PLATFORMS ACROSS NAVY NETWORKS AND ELIMINATESCONNECTIVITY STOVEPIPE ISSUES.I understand this to mean that Link data will be passing through Riverbed. This specifically targets my test data. 



WAN-O’s Achilles’ Heel 

Compression must occur before encryption 
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Full disk encryption 

PPTP, TACLANE 

IPSec 

SSL/TLS 

S-HTTP, S-FTP 

Solutions 
● Compress data prior to entering 

the TCP/IP stack 
○ EXI 

 
● Configure Riverbed SSL 

Acceleration 
○ Not configured in Navy 

purchase 
○ Appliances never hold private 

key information 
○ Splits up the SSL “handshake” 
○ IA - Area for future research 
○ Build this at NPS and let 

NWOT and CSO curriculum 
attack it.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encryption seeks to make data highly random; Compression seeks to remove redundancy from data; Therefore Compression must occur before encryption.Without Riverbed SSL acceleration, the amount of data that can be compressed is limited. You will see why this is a limiting factor when I present my test results. Larger than necessary network traffic is found in SSL/TLS traffic because compression was removed due to interactions between the protocol’s encryption implementation and the application of compression.Compression Ratio Info-Leake Made Easy (CRIME) exploits the side-channel vulnerability enabling a skilled attacker to decrypt traffic, enabling cookie stealing and session take-over. Due to the security vulnerability exploited by CRIME, browsers have removed the option for compression over TLS connections (Clark & Van Oorschot, 2013, p. 513)  Riverbed SSL AccelerationThe information below is taken from the Riverbed Feature Brief: SSL Acceleration. The security issues arise in the area that goes by the name of “key management:” the weak link in an encryption system like SSL is typically protecting the private key information.The more times you have to handle a key, and the more places you have to store the key, the higher the risk of an inadvertent disclosure of the key.This challenge of key management explains why it’s not sensible to make a symmetric acceleration device support SSL by simply putting the origin server’sprivate key information onto every device.For most organizations, an acceleration approach that scatters private keys throughout branches is not a reasonable trade-off: even if performance is substantially improved, the associated risks are too high.SSL-Off Load devices do not provide the same performance as a double ended optimization approach such as RiverbedRiverbed combines powerful symmetric acceleration with a trust model roughly analogous to an SSL offload device. Private keys need only be configured on the server side of connections (typically appliances in a data center) and branch appliances never hold private key information – not even in memory!Riverbed works within your existing certificate and key infrastructure – whether you use certificates from a private CA, a public CA, or even self-signing.How it works:Riverbed’s approach starts with Steelheads that have a configured trust relationship, so they can exchange information securely over an SSL connection.What is new is that Riverbed splits up the SSL “handshake,” the sequence of message exchanges at the start of an SSL connection.In the last part of the handshake sequence, a Steelhead-to-Steelhead process ensures that both appliances (clientside and server-side) know the session key.The net effect is that the client’s SSL connection logically terminates at the server but physically terminates at the client-side Steelhead – just as is true for logical vs.physical unencrypted TCP connections.OSI vs TCP/IP graphic modified from IS345 course slides;  taught by Lt. Col. Green 



XML/EXI and Navy Comms 

• Net-centric warfare, cloud computing, distributed sensor 
nets require 

– 1. Interoperable data 
– 2. High network throughput 

• Extensible Markup Language (XML) is interoperable, 
but verbose 

• Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) is a compact encoding 
and compression standard for data that retains the 
interoperable characteristics of XML 

• XML interoperability is now viable for afloat networks  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
John Schnieder:To fight using the web as a weapon system we must have a single standard for all data transfer.EXI provides that standard.With a SINGLE standard, data exchange between systems become a non issue



Cost Comparison 

● WGS = 10 X DSCS  
○ $353.9 million per satellite 
○ Total life of program (LoP) cost $3.73 billion 
○ Remember: “capacity alone does not improve 

performance” 
● Riverbed provides 50% improvement in throughput 

○ $2 million – for initial shore purchase 
○ Additional: + cost per ship + sustainment and other   

● EXI 
○ Implement as an Enterprise Service 
○ $100s of thousands or low millions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
WGS costs retrieved from:http://www.bga-aeroweb.com/Defense/Wideband-Global-SATCOM.htmlSupported by:http://www.bga-aeroweb.com/Defense/Budget-Data/FY2015/WGS-USAF-PROC-FY2015.pdfRiverbed ballpark costs provided through personal communication with ADNS APM CDR Patrick PembertonExact number is unknown, but I have high confidence that estimates in the low single digit millions are accurate The ADNS program is essentially paying a premium to purchase Riverbed ($2M for the initial shore purchase for all enclaves at all four NOC's, plus a cost delta per ship, plus a sustainment cost TBD across the FYDP, plus funding from NAVSUP for spares, plus the cost of managing additional variants)EXI ballpark costs derived from estimated figures presented by AgileDelta’s Chief Technology Officer, John Schneider.Exact number cannot be known at this time without a better plan for implementation. I have high confidence that estimates in the upper hundreds of thousands to low single digit millions are accurate. The bottom line is that it costs a lot less than additional satellites and does not require any new hardware.  



EXI and the DoD 

● July 2003 Air Force SBIR/STTR (AF03-094) - Phase I 
● August 2004 - September 2007 (AF03-094) - Phase II 
● 2005 - XMPP Chat becomes DISR Mandated Standard 
● 2006 - JRAE ‘06 / JEFX ’06 
● July 2007 – Feb 2011 Navy SBIR (AF03-094 carry over) 
● 2007 EXI submitted to DISR as a “New Emerging 

Standard” - DISR does not list draft standards; not added 
● October 2011 - EXI added to DISR as a standard 

(submitted by USN) 
● December 2012 - EXI becomes a DISR Mandated 

Standard for DoD 
● 2014 - EXI for XMPP Standard in final review status 
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ASAP: Implement EXI as an Enterprise Service 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Until CANES, there has not been an enterprise approach to afloat networks. Each system and application would have needed to independently adopt EXI. Now with CANES, EXI can exists as an enterprise service for all applications on CANES to make use of. This will still require the shore side component of each system and application to adopt it at their shore facility. Started as an Air Force SBIR/STTRSmall Business Innovation Research / Small Business Technology TransferAF SBIR number: AF03-094SBIR Title:Efficient XML: Taking Net-Centricity to the EdgeCompany: AgileDeltaPhase 1: Started July 2003Proposal Title: Extending the Infosphere to Mobile Platforms Using Optimized COTS TechnologiesPhase 2: Started August 2004 end September 2007Abstract:The objective of this proposal is to demonstrate methods for extending the Battlespace Infosphere tomobile platforms using optimized COTS technologies. The 1999 USAF Scientific Advisory Boardreport titled Building the Joint Battlespace Infosphere identifies the eXtensible Markup Language(XML) as one of the most promising technologies for representing JBI information objects. Indeed,many DoD users are already adopting XML for wired applications. However, transmitting XML dataover wireless data links and processing it on embedded and mobile platforms has proved challengingdue to the size and complexity of XML data. Effectively, this creates a data representation rift betweenwired and wireless users of the Battlespace Infosphere. We propose novel and uniquely efficientmethods for encoding and processing XML data to eliminate this rift.XMPP and DISR Article introduces XMPP as a DISR standard in 2005Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)2005-2013 Standard has been retired and replaced by RFC 6120 & 6121 for XMPP:Core & XMPP Instant Messaging and Presence; Both are DISR Mandated Standards as of 2013.XMPP EXI CompressionJRAE ‘06, JFEX ‘06 independently recommended EXI for immediate implementationNPS research also recommends for immediate implementationJoint Rapid Architecture Experiment ‘06 (Navy)The 2006 Joint Rapid Architecture Experiment (JRAE 06) examined the ability of the proposed Joint Targeting Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) to improve the timeliness and accuracy of planned and emergent Joint strike operations. JRAE 06 was conducted in August 2006 at the SPAWAR Advanced Concepts Laboratory, San Diego, California. JRAE 06 focused on improving the flow of tactical information to and from tactical edge users, enabling the participation of coalition partners in the US Joint Target Management (JTM) SOA, and applying Information Assurance (IA) protocols to the JTM serviceJoint Expeditionary Force Experiment ‘06 (Air Force)Navy SBIRPhase 2: Start July 2007 end Feb 2011Topic: AF03-094 (carried over from the Air Force)Abstract:As the DoD shifts toward Network-Centric operations, the vision of sharing common information objects between command centers,aircraft, ships and ground forces over a global network seems closer than ever. One of the fundamental challenges of achieving this vision is bridging the gap between net-centric systems that share information using XML and tactical systems that require more efficient data representations. AgileDelta developed Efficient XML, an extremely compact, high performance binary XML format to satisfy this need. During JEFX ’06 and JRAE ’06, Efficient XML reduced bandwidth utilization and increased transfer speed by over 100 times, surpassing the DoD’s best tactical data formats. JRAE ’06 and JEFX ’06independently recommended immediate fielding. The World Wide Web Consortium identified Efficient XML as a best-of-breed capability and is creating a global web standard based on it. This Phase II SBIR project will investigate, develop and evaluate Efficient XML integration architectures and migration strategies. It will define advanced architectures and protocols for dynamically negotiating and acquiring schemas for optimizing Efficient XML exchanges and enabling XML routers and guards to efficiently inspect Efficient XML streams. In addition, it will define architectures that enable rapid migration from expensive, proprietary protocols to Efficient XML without disrupting interoperability..Government POCMr. Steve Stewart2007 - Submitted by Jeff Smith in coordination with Mike StewartSubmitted to DISR as standardJeff SmithSr IT ConsultantX-Feds Inc.Mike StewartSpace and Naval Warfare Systems CommandSPAWAR 523IT Standards and StandardizationTWH/Command SO2011 - Submitted by Jeff Smith as a standard and was accepted.2012 - Submitted by Doris Bernardini; organization unknown. 



Combining Riverbed and EXI 

● Riverbed Steelhead: Network-based Optimization 
○ LZ-based compression 
○ Scaleable Data Reduction (SDR)                              

(Data Deduplication) 
● EXI: Host-based Optimization 
● EXI and Riverbed Steelhead are complementary 

○ Total Riverbed Compression = LZ + SDR 
○ Combined capability = EXI + SDR 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is not a competition between Riverbed Steelhead and EXI, but rather a complementary relationship. Both are good; together they are amazing. EXI combines advanced encoding and compression Combining Riverbed with EXI provides additional compression of XML and structured data through the use of EXI while retaining the significant deduplication capability provided by SDR. Keep in mind that the data deduplication benefits are only applicable to unencrypted data or require the Riverbed SSL acceleration to be configured.     



What is SDR 

● Riverbed proprietary data deduplication process 
○ “Cold Transfer” = first transmission 

■ Small overhead incurred = “Price of Admission” 
○ “Warm Transfer” = second transmission 

■ Exploits redundant traffic flows across applications 
■ Benefits easily justify the “Price of Admission” 

○ Data must be visible to the WOC 
■ Encrypted data is not visible  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data deduplication is not proprietary, but the exact way that Riverbed implements it to achieve speed and performance is patented. Coordination continues with Riverbed to review details of SDR operations.  [Eric Otte]… is very effective at exploiting and compressing redundant traffic flows.  Examples include, two or more users going to the same website, an email attachment being sent to multiple participants, message or track traffic where much of the content is repeated/redundant.  These are the big wins we saw in our Fleet trials.-Message traffic coming to a ship often has many of the same PLADs listed for the group. This could only be transmitted once, and then followed by an SDR reference. There is a price of admission associated with applying SDR. As the data segments are generated and references assigned, the references must be sent across the WAN to the peer WOC so that they two systems share the library. This reference transfer adds overhead which decreases the overall performance of compression previously applied by increasing the total payload sent. [Figure 3] is an example of referencing data segments and building them into larger segments. In this example, a file (or portion of a file) is initially split into nine segments. As the system learns the data patterns, it combines segments 1 and 2 to form segment 10, and segments 3 and 4 are combined into segment 11. With additional pattern learning, segments 10 and 11 are combined into segment 100. Using this approach, the entire file (or portion of a file) can be passed with three data references: 100, 6, and 12. Later if segment 8 changes (such as a slide in a PowerPoint file that is edited and saved), the entire set of data can be passed by references 100, 6, 7, and dynamically compressed version of the new segment 8, and reference 9. These references and segments are stored on a disk in a type of data dictionary that can be used to retrieve matches in the future, along with the reference number to use.Data store sizes vary by model:CX255 = 50 GBCX7070 = 4.8 TB SSD Model used in testing is a virtual deployment model V2050H



Selecting Representative Datasets 

● Food Service Management 3.0 (FSM) database export 
○ Total of 94 XML files each representing a database 

table 
○ Four files were selected for testing 

● JRAE ‘06 Target Data 
○ Total of 911 targets  
○ Separated into batches of 1, 10, 50, and 100 targets 

● MIL-STD-6017 Variable Message Format (VMF) Sensor 
and Track Data 
○ Total of 55 sensor and 64 track messages 
○ Subset of 2 sensor, and 1 target message selected for 

testing  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Administrative, known previously tested mission data (used in JRAE), sensorsOne size does not fit all; results show a range of performance possibilities. FSM-Original data set was to come from Retail Operations Management (ROM 3). The program was in the process of a fleet wide upgrade so finding anyone who had time to generate a data set for me was difficult.-Food Service Management was suggested to me by NAVSUP since it used the same NIAPS server.Navy Information Application Product Suite  (NIAPS)Test data consisted of an FSM SQL database exported in XML format. The entire export consisted of 94 individual XML files of various lengths. Of the 94 files, four files were selected for testing, with the first file being the smallest, the last file the largest, and the remaining two files falling in between.MCM-9_000_Header.xml 648MCM-9_001_Branch_Personnel_Type.xml 26,701MCM-9_050_Menu_Meal_Recipe_Assoc.xml 68,786,829MCM-9_084_Planning_Transaction_Dtl.xml 291,223,416JRAE911 different targets sent as SOAP messages by AFATDS as part of Joint Target Management (JTM)Cursor on Target (CoT) data. In XML format. Targets were broken into batches of single targets, 10, 50, and 100 targets. Data was provided by John Schneider, the Chief Technology Officer at AgileDelta.Data is the same as that used in parts of the JRAE testing. MIL-STD-6017 VMF Sensor and Track Data The Variable Message Format (VMF) is a joint interoperability standard used to exchange K-series messages between tactical data systems over a number of different tactical data links. Additionally, applications such as AFATDS, C2PC, and others support VMF. The full data set consisted of 55 sensor messages and 64 track messages, which were provided by the Army through AgileDelta. As indicated by the name, the message format is variable which translates into varying file size. From the original 119 files provided, a subset consisting of two sensor message formats, K04.20 and K04.24 were selected along with one track message format, K04.1 condition one.



The Testing Environment 
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SSC Pacific 
Network Technology and Integration Lab (NTIL) 
(Test environment equipment string is equivalent to Navy afloat SATCOM 

communication environment) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Equipment string used at the SSC PAC Network Technology and Integration Lab (NTIL)POC for lab:Eric Otteeric.otte@navy.milThis is one lab used to test fleet configurations. Mainly focuses on future implementations. Additional ADNS labs have exact equipment string replicas for some ships.  



Testing Conclusion 
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Riverbed: 
XML Compression & SDR 

EXI: 
XML Compression 

Cold: 2:1 ➡ 16:1 Cold: 10:1 ➡ 118:1 

Warm: 14:1 ➡ 1,238:1 Warm: N/A 

Riverbed + EXI Combined 

Cold: 10:1 ➡ 118:1 Warm: 596:1 ➡ 7,165:1 

Riverbed Steelhead + EXI = Drastic data reduction  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Riverbed Steelhead XML Cold Compression�Cold: 2:1 ➡ 16:1EXI Compression10:1 ➡ 118:1At a minimum EXI compression achieves a 1.61 times greater performance improvement over SH Comp and at most a 19.38 times greater performance improvement over SH Comp. Riverbed Steelhead XML WarmWarm: 14:1 ➡ 1,238:1EXI + Warm: 596:1 ➡ 7,165:1At a minimum EXI SDR warm transfers achieve 1.32 times greater performance improvement over XML SDR warm transfers and at most 19.05 times greater performance improvement over XML SDR warm transfers. 



The Way Forward 

● Develop an auditable bandwidth budget 
○ How much am I spending and where? 
○ BAC list as a starting point 

● Develop metrics to assess Navy applications for EXI 
eligibility/candidacy 
○ Net-centric systems, tactical COP, chat, messaging, etc. 
○ N/A: Video, graphics, audio, etc. 
○ Identify traffic affected by SSL/TLS or other encryption 

● Conduct fleet network traffic analysis - establish baseline 
● Prioritize heavy traffic for earliest EXI implementation 
● Explore implementing EXI as an Enterprise Service through 

CANES for applications to utilize.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no one-size-fits-all solution.ADIAAsses, Decide, Implement, AssureWe are not collecting the data needed to assess how much EXI eligible data is on the network. Measuring what we have is the critical gap needed to identify the best way forward.  The first step is to be able to know what you have. This requires an auditable bandwidth budget. I can’t manage my money if I don’t know where I’m spending it. All applications on the Baseline Allowance Control (BAC) list should be expanded to included the method they use to transmit data, the average amount transferred over a given time, and the max amount transferred at any one time. Create a working group to identify the criteria and characteristics that would make an applications data a candidate for EXIDescription from John Schneider: “Regarding how to best implement EXI for the Navy, this is not an insignificant topic to tackle. The Navy is a large and diverse enterprise and there’s not a one-size-fits all strategy for deploying any new technology. There are many different deployment scenarios and the Efficient XML Gateway is just one of several different strategies. E.g., if we’re talking about net-centric systems, which use web-service protocols, the Efficient Web Services plug-ins are generally the best solution. This is what we used to integrate EXI into GCCS-M, AFATDS and C2PC for JRAE. If we’re talking about TCP or UDP applications, TCP/UDP proxies or native integration via XML APIs might be best. If we’re talking about aircraft, sensors or handheld devices, mobile & embedded implementations are needed. If we’re talking about non-XML systems (e.g., VMF), a gateway might be required.”BAC Information (Taken from the first tab of the BAC file)Background:  Commander, US Fleet Forces (USFF) established the Fleet Functional Area Manager (Fleet FAM) program to address long-standing, systemic issues related to the fielding and sustainment of IT systems and applications onboard ships.  Working with Type Commands (TYCOMs), SPAWAR, Program Offices, and others, Fleet FAM established a software baseline for the Fleet known as the Baseline Allowance Control (BAC) to identify the approved software inventory for shipboard use. It is also a tool with which the Fleet FAM ensures these applications and systems are resourced, accredited, tested for interoperability, and registered in DADMS/DITPR-DON.  Fleet BAC Version 2014 can be accessed via Navy Cyber Forces portal. Usage: The BAC serves as a management and planning document for afloat software.  It is an input to the CANES Application Integration (AI) testing process as well as the COMUSFLTFORCOMINST 4720.3B Fleet Modernization process.  The BAC does not authorize, or otherwise imply authorization to install software afloat.  The BAC does identify software authorized to be installed on afloat networks by ship class, however since network configuration varies even within ships of the same class TYCOMs should consult with PMW-160 with questions regarding individual ship configuration and the attendant software authorized for that configuration.Contents:  The BAC contains application data at the version level collected by the Fleet FAM in cooperation with the TYCOMS, Program Managers and other stakeholders.  Descriptions of the data fields can be found at the top of the columns.  The assignment of applications to TYCOM platforms is found in the dark blue titled columns.  A TYCOM platform assignment is denoted with either an “X” or an “N” where X’s were assigned by the TYCOM and N’s were assignments initiated by a non-TYCOM entity. If possible, EXI needs to be an Enterprise Service. Exploration should be conducted on how EXI could be provided by CANES so that any application that can make use of EXI does not need to resource it.Individual applications would then be responsible for schema development. The shore side component for each system/application would still need to implement EXI. 



The Way Forward 

This is NOT an auditable bandwidth budget 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The traffic distribution pie-graph is not an auditable bandwidth budget. It is a start to know where your bandwidth is being used in a snapshot in time, but does not have a high enough resolution to identify the specific application or set of applications that should be targets first and by what methods (general compression, format specific compression) I envision more of an excel spreadsheet like the BAC list combined with the NIAPS Application Tracker.Tracker would identify: program name, version, BAC, DADMS, POC, Agency, Data Formats, Type of Transfer Method, Protocols, Amount of data transferred, Replication use? DADMS = DON Application and Database Management Systems BAC; US Fleet Forces Functional Area Manager (FAM) Baseline Allowance Control (BAC).Make an initial assessment of which apps are the heavy BW users. Start with them. Figure 4 is taken from:At Sea Testing of Wide Area Network OptimizationNimitz 2012Written by: John Bentrup • Eric Otte (SPAWAR) • Britney Chan (SPAWAR) • Diane Vavrichek • Don Gingras (MITRE)Published by Center for Naval Analysis; September 2012DRM-2012-U-002246-Final



The Way Forward 

● The BAC list is a close approximation to an auditable 
bandwidth budget 
○ You can’t manage money without a budget… 
○ You can’t manage bandwidth without one either… 
○ Add to BAC 

■ DADMS # 
■ Data Transfer Method: SOAP, AJAX, JSON, etc. 
■ Data size statistics  
■ Replication in use? 
■ Develop a network traffic model based on the 

amount of data each application must transfer 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A pie-graph is not an auditable bandwidth budget. I envision more of an excel spreadsheet like the BAC list combined with the NIAPS Application Tracker.Tracker would identify: program name, version, BAC, DADMS, POC, Agency, Data Formats, Type of Transfer Method, Protocols, Amount of data transferred, Replication use? Make an initial assessment of which apps are the heavy BW users. Start with them. DADMS = DON Application and Database Management Systems 



LCDR Debich Summary 

•Capacity alone does not improve the Navy’s SATCOM 
network performance.  

•Compression improves performance of existing 
bandwidth for significantly less cost.  

•Riverbed Steelhead + EXI improves network 
performance for structured data (tactical, sensor, 
administrative) by greater than 50%. 

•An auditable bandwidth budget is necessary to move 
forward. 

•EXI implemented as an Enterprise Service in CANES 
expedites EXI to the fleet.  
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LCDR Steve Debich 

Backup Slides 
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Backup Slides: TCP 

Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Increase Capacity vs 
Improve Compression 
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Capacity, Throughput, and BDP 

● BW-Delay Product (BDP): Bandwidth X Delay   
● TCP Window size > BDP; BW limited 
● TCP Window size < BDP; RTT limited  

○ More than bandwidth alone is needed to improve performance 
○ Need to overcome latency 

● Most connections never achieve their maximum throughput due to TCP slow 
start and congestion avoidance.  

Pierside connection. Low latency.  
Limiting factor is capacity. 
 
SATCOM connection.  
High latency.  
Limiting factor is latency. 
 * 

* a 512 Kbps connection limited by capacity even at 900 ms 
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Capacity alone does not improve SATCOM network performance! 

Return to Capacity vs Throughput 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BWD = As it’s name implies, it is the multiplication of bandwidth (capacity) X delay(round trip time). The amount of data that an be sent between ACKs. The amount of data that can be in flight over a link at any given time.When the TCP window size is greater than the BDP, the path BW(capacity) is the throughput limiting factor. Look at top part of tableMax throughput for a 40 ms connection is 13 MbpsIt cannot be achieved for any of the channel capacities on the left; therefore the channel is limited by its bandwidth(capacity) and not by the round trip time.When the TCP window size is less than the BDP, the path round trip time (2x latency) is the throughput limiting factor.Look at the bottom part of tableMax throughput for a 900 ms connection is 582,533 bpsFor an 12, 8, 2 Mbps channel, the channel will never be fully utilized by rather is capped at 582K due to the high latencyThe note identifies that only for the lowest capacity channel 512K does capacity become a limiting factor. In this one case, adding more capacity alone could improve performance. http://www.netcraftsmen.com/tcp-performance-and-the-mathis-equation/For those not familiar with it, the buffering required in a receiving system for maximum performance is based on the BW-Delay Product (BDP).  It is the amount of data that can be sent between ACKs.  You multiply the path’s minimum bandwidth by the round-trip delay.  The table below shows the buffering requirements for several examples, with the BW converted to Bytes/Sec and the Delay converted to Sec, resulting in the BDP units of Bytes.From Grevers, Figure 2-16:“This amount of network storage capacity, the amount of data that can be in flight over a link at any given time, is called the bandwidth delay product (BDP).http://www.netcraftsmen.com/tcp-performance-and-the-mathis-equation/When the TCP window size is more than the BDP, the path BW is the limiting factor in throughput.  But when the TCP window size is less than the buffering required to keep the pipe filled, we use another equation to calculate the maximum throughput of the path.  The sending system will send a full TCP window worth of data and then wait for an acknowledgement from the receiver.  When the ACKs are received, more data can be sent.  Therefore, the maximum throughput is the window size divided by the time it takes to get back an ACK (i.e., the round trip time).



TCP Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance 
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Capacity alone does not improve SATCOM network performance! 

● Adding capacity can help 
● But it has diminishing returns   

Return to Capacity vs Throughput 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TCP slow start and congestion avoidance graph retrieved from:http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/nsite/enterprise/wan/wan_optimization/wan_opt_sg/chap06.htmlBenefit of adding an extra Mbps graph retrieved from:https://docs.google.com/a/chromium.org/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=Y2hyb21pdW0ub3JnfGRldnxneDoxMzcyOWI1N2I4YzI3NzE2The above link was followed from:http://www.chromium.org/spdyMike Belshe is a software engineer who worked on the SPDY Chromium Project which is now the foundation for HTTP 2.0The information below is copied from:Application Acceleration and WAN Optimization Fundamentals by Ted Grevers and Joel ChristnerAlsoTCP/IP Guide by Charles M. KozierokSlow Start:Each side (sender/receiver) is restricted to sending only an amount of data equal to one full-sized segment (Max segment size = 1460 bytes). Ethernet max frame size 1500 bytes; 1460 + 20 tcp header + 20 ethernet header = 1500 bytes.After each acknowledgement (ACK), each side can increase the number of packets  (1, 2, 4, 8, 16…) until reaching the maximum TCP window size 2^16 = 65,535 Bytes.When a packet loss event is encountered during the TCP slow start phase, TCP considers this the moment that the network capacity has been reached. TCP decreases the congestion window by 50% and send the connection into congestion avoidance mode.  Congestion Avoidance:Uses a linear search for available network capacity. For every ACK, the congestion window is increased by one segment size.  The congestion window, along with the maximum window size, determines the maximum amount of data that can be in flight for a connection at any given time. In fact, the lesser of the two (congestion window vs. maximum window size) is considered the maximum amount of data that can be in flight, unacknowledged, at any given time. 



TCP: Compression vs Capacity 
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Increase Capacity ($$$$$$$$$): 
● Influences when loss occurs 
● Max cwnd = 64KB 
● Then RTT determines max 

throughput.  

Improve Compression ($$): 
● reduces number of packets transmitted. 
● reduces transmission time  
● reduces time that resources 

(capacity/bandwidth) are consumed.   

Example: 
● Transfer a 10 KByte file (10,240 bytes) with 

900 ms (.9 sec) RTT 
○ 8 TCP packets; 3.6 sec 

● With compression 
○ 100:1 = 1 packet; .9 sec 
○ 50:1 = 1 packet; .9 sec 
○ 5:1 = 2 packets; 1.8 sec 

Capacity alone does not improve SATCOM network performance! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increasing bandwidth/capacity:-Increasing capacity affects how large the congestion window can grow.-Max TCP windows size is 64 KB; Determined by TCP header “Window” field = 16 bits, 16^2 = 65,535-The TCP maximum throughput equation is then reduced to 64 KB / RTT. -RTT is then the limiting factor. The largest contributor of RTT for SATCOM is the time it takes to travel to the satellite and back down to earth.Improving compression:-Improving compression reduces the number of packets that must be transmitted.-Reducing the number of packets transmitted reduces the time required for transmission, thereby also reducing the amount of time that resources are being consumed.-Bandwidth consumption and time to transmit are both reduced.  



Backup Slides: Lessons Learned 

Research experiment lessons learned 
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Travel, Testing & Lessons Learned 

● 17-22 Aug 2014 Initial SPAWAR Visit 
○ SPAWAR meet and greet 
○ Network Technology and Integration Lab (NTIL). 

● 21-23 Oct 2014 Round 1 Testing 
○ Lab & Steelhead familiarization 
○ Lack of baseline 
○ Compression and SDR features not isolated 

● 11-13 Nov 2014 Round 2 Testing 
○ Adaptive compression - inconclusive 
○ HTTP overhead 

● 27 - 30 Jan 2015 Round 3 Testing 
○ SDR not applied to files 122 bytes and smaller  
○ Anomaly reported to Riverbed System Engineer  

● 24 Feb - Present 
○ Lab distance support – multiple modifications per file  

37 Return to Testing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
17-22 Aug 2014The first trip to SPWAR was spent talking to various people, mostly set up by Scot. I can provide a list the names later if needed.Met Eric Otte and saw the lab. Network Technology and Integration Lab (NTIL).Met with various SPAWAR technical leads to better understand the problem space.Identified testing capabilities at Network Technology and Integration Lab (NTIL).21-23 OctRound 1There was a slow start to testing just due to familiarity with the Steelhead configuration and understanding how the Current Connections page worked and displayed data. It was unclear if the LAN/WAN data presented was just payload or if it included protocol headers. A number of trial runs were needed just to begin to understand how to collect the data. The results lacked a baseline set of data (baseline is with all features turned off). Without a baseline, it was impossible to calculate performance changes.My initial plan on how to independently test compression and SDR was wrong. I thought that compression could be tested using a cold transfer of data only. It was identified that an in-path rule would be needed to isolate compression and SDR. One rule for each. With no in-path rules selected, Compression and SDR was applied to all data transmitted. Lab & Steelhead familiarizationLack of baselineCompression and SDR features were not isolated11-13 NovRound 2I only selected a few files to test adaptive compression. The results were misleading because I didn’t test all files.Baseline establishedThe following was identified after studying wireshark packet captures:Excessive overhead identifiedConnection establishment overhead was identified. Current connections page displayed TCP payload which also included HTTP overhead. LAN/WAN packet values did not accurately represent just packets with payload. Other chatty protocol packets were counted. This made the packets information irrelevant. Adaptive compression testing inconclusiveHTTP overhead was distracting from compression results 



● Create a baseline 
● Isolate features tested 
● Remove all additional overhead 
● Thank you OPNAV Studies Program for travel support 
● Location of testing data and results listed in thesis 

appendix 

Lessons Learned Summary 

38 Return to Testing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
27-30 JanRound 3SDR is not actually being applied to files 122 bytes and smaller. Anomaly reported to Riverbed System Engineer - Currently under investigation. HTTP overhead removed by using TCP tools provided by John SchneiderConnection establishment overhead was properly managed and mathematically eliminated by sending a 1 byte “primer” file.John Schneider identified that it looked like SDR was being “turned off “ for files 122 bytes and smaller. The WAN traffic still incurred overhead associated with having SDR on, but repetitive transfers of the same file did not reduce WAN traffic further. The corresponding XML files did have SDR applied properly and were reduced down to 44 bytes. The EXI files however remained above 44 bytes, indicating that SDR was not effecting them. This unfortunately caused my test set used for testing more than one modification made per file to be voided. The EXI version of the files used were less than 122 bytes and therefore did not have SDR applied to them. Nick Clouse the Riverbed Federal System Engineer has the question and test data for review and is passing it to others within Riverbed for help identifying the issue.  I suspect that this may be caused by what is referred to as Neural Framing in the Riverbed user’s guide. It identifies when to flush the TCP buffers when conducting SDR. Not sure if a 61 byte EXI file is going to make the cut for having SDR applied to it, or if the heuristic just decides its not worth it. Sending such a small file by itself is not an efficient use of TCP either, because now nearly half the size of the TCP packet is header and half is payload. It would make more sense to delay transmission and then batch this file with another one to better maximize the TCP payload.  24 Feb - PresentWorking to run a new set of test files to identify the effect of multiple modifications made per file. SummaryCreate a baselineIsolate features testedRemove all additional overheadThank you OPNAV Studies Program for travel supportLocation of testing data and results listed in thesis appendix



Backup Results Slides: Compression 

Compression & Adaptive Compression 
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Compression Results 

40 Return to Compression Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At a minimum EXI compression achieves a 1.61 times greater performance improvement over SH Comp and at most a 19.38 times greater performance improvement over SH Comp. 



Adaptive Compression Results 

41 Return to Compression Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXI experiences a greater performance reduction because the files to be transferred are much smaller to start with. Therefore any overhead added to them by the second attempt to compress, makes them much larger with respect to their compressed size than the Gzip version. 



Backup Results Slides: Cold SDR 

Cold SDR 
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SDR Cold Transfer Results 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The comparison view shows the percentage change in performance when applying SDR to first pass or “cold” data. This decrease in overall performance is the “price of admission” or overhead required to reap the benefits of SDR during “warm” transfers.The EXI data incurs less of a performance decrease due again to its original size. Only now it works in its favor. Since the EXI formated data is much smaller and compact, the data can fit into less SDR segments and requires less references to be sent to the peer WOC. Also since EXI restructures the data in an optimized way prior to compression, the end result is data that does not have many repeating byte sequences. Therefore there are even less SDR segments.  Note: Header, Target 10, and K04.20 incur no additional overhead. This is an anomaly that Riverbed is looking into. Files 121 bytes and smaller don’t appear to have SDR applied to them. This appears to be a good thing for a cold transfer, but ultimately results in the warm transfer not receiving all the benefits possible for EXI data (because EXI data are the only test files that get below 121 bytes)



Backup Results Slides: Warm SDR 

Warm SDR 
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SDR Warm Transfer Results 

45 Return to Warm Transfer Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At a minimum EXI SDR warm transfers achieve 1.32 times greater performance improvement over XML SDR warm transfers and at most 19.05 times greater performance improvement over XML SDR warm transfers. Warm transfers more than make up for any overhead incurred by the cold transfer or “Price of Admission”[Eric Otte] is very effective at exploiting and compressing redundant traffic flows.  Examples include, two or more users going to the same website, an email attachment being sent to multiple participants, message or track traffic where much of the content is repeated/redundant.  These are the big wins we saw in our Fleet trials.-Message traffic coming to a ship often has many of the same PLADs listed for the group. This could only be transmitted once, and then followed by an SDR reference. 



Backup Results Slides: Modified 

Single Modification 
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Single Modification 

47 Return to Single Modification Results 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IndividuallyWarm XML Ratios: 445:1 to 471 to 1Warm EXI Ratios: 5,015:1 to 6,662:1At a minimum EXI SDR warm transfers achieve 11 times greater performance improvement over XML SDR warm transfers and at most 15 times greater performance improvement over XML SDR warm transfers containing a modification made at the beginning, middle, or end when transferred individually..-represents sending nearly identical files; two usersSuccessivelyWarm XML Ratios: 466:1 to 1,045:1Warm EXI Ratios: 6,377:1 to 28,228:1At a minimum EXI SDR warm transfers achieve 11 times greater performance improvement over XML SDR warm transfers and at most 27 times greater performance improvement over XML SDR warm transfers containing a modification made at the beginning, middle, or end when transferred successively. -represents sending nearly identical files; three users. 



Single Modification 

48 Return to Single Modification Results 



Backup Results Slides: JRAE/JFEX 

Graphics for JRAE and JFEX 
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EXI and the DoD 
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Phase 1: July 2003 
Phase 2: 2004 - 2007 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Started as an Air Force SBIR/STTRSmall Business Innovation Research / Small Business Technology TransferAF SBIR number: AF03-094SBIR Title:Efficient XML: Taking Net-Centricity to the EdgeCompany: AgileDeltaPhase 1: Started July 2003Proposal Title: Extending the Infosphere to Mobile Platforms Using Optimized COTS TechnologiesPhase 2: Started August 2004 end September 2007Abstract:The objective of this proposal is to demonstrate methods for extending the Battlespace Infosphere tomobile platforms using optimized COTS technologies. The 1999 USAF Scientific Advisory Boardreport titled Building the Joint Battlespace Infosphere identifies the eXtensible Markup Language(XML) as one of the most promising technologies for representing JBI information objects. Indeed,many DoD users are already adopting XML for wired applications. However, transmitting XML dataover wireless data links and processing it on embedded and mobile platforms has proved challengingdue to the size and complexity of XML data. Effectively, this creates a data representation rift betweenwired and wireless users of the Battlespace Infosphere. We propose novel and uniquely efficientmethods for encoding and processing XML data to eliminate this rift.Navy SBIRPhase 2: Start July 2007 end Feb 2011Topic: AF03-094 (carried over from the Air Force)Abstract:As the DoD shifts toward Network-Centric operations, the vision of sharing common information objects between command centers,aircraft, ships and ground forces over a global network seems closer than ever. One of the fundamental challenges of achieving this vision is bridging the gap between net-centric systems that share information using XML and tactical systems that require more efficient data representations. AgileDelta developed Efficient XML, an extremely compact, high performance binary XML format to satisfy this need. During JEFX ’06 and JRAE ’06, Efficient XML reduced bandwidth utilization and increased transfer speed by over 100 times, surpassing the DoD’s best tactical data formats. JRAE ’06 and JEFX ’06independently recommended immediate fielding. The World Wide Web Consortium identified Efficient XML as a best-of-breed capability and is creating a global web standard based on it. This Phase II SBIR project will investigate, develop and evaluate Efficient XML integration architectures and migration strategies. It will define advanced architectures and protocols for dynamically negotiating and acquiring schemas for optimizing Efficient XML exchanges and enabling XML routers and guards to efficiently inspect Efficient XML streams. In addition, it will define architectures that enable rapid migration from expensive, proprietary protocols to Efficient XML without disrupting interoperability..Government POCMr. Steve Stewart



EXI and the DoD 

Joint Expeditionary Force Experiment ‘06 
JEFX 06 

JRAE ’06 and JEFX ’06 independently recommended immediate fielding 
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Nine years later, NPS thesis research continues to recommend immediate fielding 

Navy SBIR: 
Phase 2: July 2007 - Feb 2011 
“investigate, develop and evaluate 
Efficient XML integration architectures 
and migration strategies.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graphics retrieved from individual reports. Reports are FOUOJoint Rapid Architecture Experiment ‘06 (Navy)The 2006 Joint Rapid Architecture Experiment (JRAE 06) examined the ability of the proposed Joint Targeting Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) to improve the timeliness and accuracy of planned and emergent Joint strike operations. JRAE 06 was conducted in August 2006 at the SPAWAR Advanced Concepts Laboratory, San Diego, California. JRAE 06 focused on improving the flow of tactical information to and from tactical edge users, enabling the participation of coalition partners in the US Joint Target Management (JTM) SOA, and applying Information Assurance (IA) protocols to the JTM serviceJoint Expeditionary Force Experiment ‘06 (Air Force)Navy SBIRPhase 2: Start July 2007 end Feb 2011Topic: AF03-094 (carried over from the Air Force)Abstract:As the DoD shifts toward Network-Centric operations, the vision of sharing common information objects between command centers,aircraft, ships and ground forces over a global network seems closer than ever. One of the fundamental challenges of achieving this vision is bridging the gap between net-centric systems that share information using XML and tactical systems that require more efficient data representations. AgileDelta developed Efficient XML, an extremely compact, high performance binary XML format to satisfy this need. During JEFX ’06 and JRAE ’06, Efficient XML reduced bandwidth utilization and increased transfer speed by over 100 times, surpassing the DoD’s best tactical data formats. JRAE ’06 and JEFX ’06independently recommended immediate fielding. The World Wide Web Consortium identified Efficient XML as a best-of-breed capability and is creating a global web standard based on it. This Phase II SBIR project will investigate, develop and evaluate Efficient XML integration architectures and migration strategies. It will define advanced architectures and protocols for dynamically negotiating and acquiring schemas for optimizing Efficient XML exchanges and enabling XML routers and guards to efficiently inspect Efficient XML streams. In addition, it will define architectures that enable rapid migration from expensive, proprietary protocols to Efficient XML without disrupting interoperability..Government POCMr. Steve Stewart
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